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1. Introduction.—In a recent memoir Lebesguef has studied the following

problem. Let / ( t ) belong to one of a certain group of families of functions.

What conditions should be imposed on another function tp(t, n) involving

the parameter n, in order that the Lebesgue integral of the product of / and

<p may exist and approach zero, as n becomes infinite, for all functions / of

the family in question? I have studied elsewhere! the same problem when the

functions involved are functions of several variables instead of one. The

object of the present paper is to continue Lebesgue's work by considering

other families of which most are narrower than his, and to make certain ap-

plications of the results. I have been led to do this because of an attempt

to apply Lebesgue's theorems to certain series of orthogonal functions. It

was found that the conditions were too severe, and the need was felt of simpler

conditions, even at the expense of restricting the classes of functions for which

the results would be valid. The conditions that should be imposed on <¡> in

order that the integral of /</> shall remain limited (instead of approaching zero)

are given in Theorem 4.

It is shown here how the theory may be applied to the series of Fourier

and of Legendre to discover the degrees of their convergence and to find the

rates at which their coefficients approach zero. In the case of the functions

of Legendre certain inequalities are derived which may prove useful. The

paper concludes with some theorems on the evaluation of definite integrals

and on the integration of series.

2. The first theorem is taken from the paper of Lebesgue already men-

tioned. I copy it here, with certain slight changes, for which authority will

be found in my earlier paper, because I shall need to refer to it frequently in

the following pages.

* Presented to the Society April 27, 1912.
tLebesgue, Annales de la Faculté de Toulouse, ser. 3, vol. 1 (1909), pp.

25-117.
tThese Transactions, vol. 14 (1913), pp. 42-64.
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Theorem 1 : Necessary and sufficient conditions that the integral

f(t)<Kt,n)dt,

where f and d> are defined in the interval (k, I) and n is a parameter belonging

to a sequence having plus infinity as its only limit point, shall exist for sufficiently

large values of n as an absolutely convergent L-integral,* and approach zero for

all functions f belonging to one of the families specified below, may be stated in

the several cases as follows :

(Fi) In the case of the family Fi of absolutely Irintegrable functions, (Io) M

shall exist so that \ d> \ is less than M if n > n^f at all points of (k, I), except

perhaps at a null set, and (2°) the integral of <p over each interval (a,b) in (k,l)

shall approach zero as n becomes infinite.

(F2) In the case of the family F2 of functions whose squares are L-integrable,

(Io) M shall exist so that in (k, I) the integral of <j>2 is less than M if n> nM,

and (2°) condition (2°) for Fi shall be satisfied.

(F3) In the case of the family F3 of limited L-integrable functions, (Io) the

integral of <f> shall be " equi-absolutely " continuous,% and (2°) condition (2°)

for Fi shall be satisfied.
(Fi) In the case of the family Ft of simply discontinuous^ functions, (Io) M

shall exist so that the integral of \ <p | is less than M if n> nM, and (2°) con-

dition (2°) for Fi shall be satisfied.
(Fia) In the case of the family Fta of continuous functions, (Io) condition (Io)

for F i shall be satisfied, (2°) for each a in (k, I) the integral of (t — a) <p from

a to I, and (2a°) the integral of 4> from k to I shall approach zero as n becomes

infinite.
(F¿) In the case of the family F6 of functions having limited variation, (Io) <p

shall be absolutely L-4ntegrable, (la°) M shall exist so that the integral of d> from

ktotis less than M uniformly for all values of tif n> nM, and (2°) condition

(2°) for Fi shall be satisfied.
(Fia) In the case of the family F¿a of continuous functions having limited

variation, (Io, la0, 2°, 2a°) conditions (Io) and (la°) for Fs, and (2°) and (2o°)

for Fia, shall be satisfied.

Corollary: The conditions for Fi, F2, and F a remain sufficient if, in place

of (2°), it be required that <j> (t,n) approach zero in (k,l), except perhaps at a

null set of points.

* I. e., integral in the sense of Lebesgue

11 use nM in place of the usual no to denote a fixed number.

\ In the sense of Vitali, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo,

vol. 23 (1907), p. 139.   See also my other paper, loc. cit., p. 44.
§ I. e., having at most discontinuities of the first kind.

.
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For I have shown in another paper* (by the use of a theorem of Vitali's)

that termwise integration of the sequence {<p ( t, n ) } is permissible, if con-

dition (Io) for the family in question is satisfied. Therefore, if <p approaches

zero, so does its integral.

3. The following theorem is of interest because of its bearing on the develop-

ment of an arbitrary function in series of orthogonal functions. There follow

quite readily from it, for example, certain known facts concerning the con-

vergence of Fourier's and Legendre's developments at the point x.

Theorem 2 : In order that the integral of Theorem 1 shall exist for sufficiently

large values of n, and approach zero for all functions f belonging to the family F*

of functions which are continuous in (k, I), and have at a previously chosen

point x a derivative, it is necessary and sufficient that (Io) the integral of <p from

ktol approach zero as n becomes infinite, and that (2°) the conditions of Theorem 1

relative to Fia be satisfied when <p is replaced by (t — x) <p.

Proof.   Except for t = x, we have

fm-fw + v-tMZi™

identically, and therefore

a) £'ftdt=f(x)£*dt+£f(t\z{{x)iv-*)*]& = î+n-

It is necessary and sufficient that (1) approach zero. I approaches zero if

(Io) is fulfilled. Since, however, (Io) is clearly necessary (for if it is not satis-

fied the function/ = 1 contradicts the theorem), it follows that it is necessary

as well as sufficient that I and II separately approach zero. In II

[f (t) — f (x)]/ (t — x) is, if properly defined at x, continuous, since

/ ( t ) is continuous, and at x its derivative, that is, the limit of this fraction,

exists. By (2°) we may therefore apply to II the conditions of Theorem 1

relative to Fia, <p being replaced by ( t — x ) <p, and it follows that II approaches

zero, and the conditions stated are sufficient. Moreover the conditions in

2° are necessary, for, if any one of them is not satisfied, there exists by Theorem

1 a continuous function q (t) such that

q(t)(t- x)<pdt

does not approach zero. In that case the function /= q(t)(t— x) con-

tradicts the theorem, for it is continuous in ( k, I ) and has at x a derivative, viz :

q (t)(t - x) - g (x)(x - x)
hm---= ff (x).
«=* i — x

* These Transactions, loc. cit., pp. 63, 64.
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Corollary 1 : If condition (Io) be omitted, the theorem applies to the family

of functions which have the properties of Ft and, in addition, vanish at x.

Corollary 2: If, in the theorem, it is desired that the integral approach

f (x) instead of zero, it is necessary and sufficient that (2°) hold, and that in (Io)

the integral be required to approach unity instead of zero.

4. We now consider the same problem relative to the families G\, • • •,

G't', G", • • •, G'i; • • •, defined as follows:

Definition 1 : The function/ belongs to &p if

f(t) = d+ j*f'dt,

where /' is a function belonging to G¿-1), and d is a constant, and GFp = Fj

(i. e., /(0 is in Fj ).   We do not here assert that /' is necessarily the derivative.

Definition* 2: The function / belongs to G^' if its (*— l)th derivative

exists, t and is an indefinite integral, and its ¿th derivative (which will then

exist except perhaps at a null set) may be defined, or redefined, in a null set

so that it becomes a function of F¡.

Of these definitions the first will be the more convenient to use in our

theoretical work, the second the easier to apply in practice. Before proceeding

to discuss the problem, I will show that the two definitions are equivalent.

The following theorems}: will be used.

(a) If $is continuous in(k,l) ,it equals the derivative of its indefinite integral.

(b) The same is true, except perhaps at a null set, if d>is absolutely L-integrable

in (k,l).
(c) If f is an indefinite integral, its derivative exists, except perhaps at a null

set, andf is the indefinite integral of its derivative.

(d) If dfl dt exists and is absolutely L-integrable in (k, I), then

/(!>-/<*>-j[f*.
Assuming, first, Definition 1, let

a) f(t) = c1+£fdt,

* In particular, / satisfies this definition for G^, G^'J, or Gr^\ if its tth derivative is a

member of Fu,, F¡a, or Ft, respectively. But a similar statement does not hold for Cf-p

when j — 1, 2, 3, or 4 . In fact, we cannot even say in these cases that, if dfl dt exists,

except perhaps at a null set, and after being defined, or redefined, in a null set becomes a

member of F¡, then / belongs to G*p. For example, if / — 0 in ( 0 < í < 1 ) and 1 in

( 1< < 5= 2 ) , dfl dt exists in ( 0, 2 ), except at 1, and if it be defined there in any manner

it becomes a member of Ft, but / is not an integral.

t If a derivative is infinite at a point, I say it does not exist at that point.

t (o) is well known. For (6) and (c) see de la Vallée Poussin, Cours d'Analyse Infini-

tésimale, 2d ed., vol. 1 (1909), p. 267; for (d) see page 263 of the same volume.
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/w being in Fj.   By (o), since by the definition/' is continuous when i > 1,

(2) ^ = /"(<) = Cs+f '"'d<'

^=/«-i)(o=c,+jr/«d<.

Then, since/(<) is given absolutely i-integrable, by (ft), except perhaps at a

null set,

(3) g-J»(0.

We may define, or redefine, d*// d<* in this null set so that (3) is true at every

point of (k, I). Then this new function belongs to the same family as/(i),

namely to Fj.

Now let us suppose Definition 2 to be satisfied. Since d*-1// dii_1 is an

indefinite integral, dif/dti exists by (c), except perhaps at a null set, and,

no matter how it is defined in this or in any other null set,

ai-c - r^dtw* Ci j, dtidt-

By successive applications of (d), it follows that

d<«    Li~ X dr-i**-
etc.   Finally,

and d// d£ belongs to G^<_1), since d*'// di* may be defined, or redefined, in a

null set so that it belongs to Fj. This statement means that / satisfies the

requirements of Definition 1.

We have now the following general theorem, which holds for all positive

integral values of i.

Theorem 3: In order that the integral of Theorem 1 shall exist, for sufficiently

large values of n, and approach zero as n becomes infinite, for all functions be-

longing to the family * G-p, it is necessary and sufficient that (Io) the conditions

of the corresponding theorem for the family G^-0 be satisfied ( GÇ1' being Fj ) when

* Defined at the beginning of this section.
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<j> is replaced* by its integral over (k, t), and that (2°) the integral of <f> over

(k,l) approach zero as n becomes infinite.

Proof.   Using Definition 1 and integrating by parts,t we have

(1) jT/^d< = /(0 jf ^^ —X' (£<t>dAf'dt =1 + 11.

By (2°), I approaches zero. By (Io) and the corresponding theorem for

G^-1), II approaches zero. Hence the conditions are sufficient. To show

that they are necessary we note first that the function / = 1 proves that (2°)

is necessary, and that therefore, in (1), I must approach zero. It follows that

II must approach zero. Now, if (Io) is not satisfied, there exists, by the

theorem for G^-0, a function q (t) belonging to Gt/~1) such that

í(.í*4(2) J   M  tpdtjqdt

does not approach zero.    Let / =   J  qdt.   Then/ belongs to G'-p and (1)

holds, q replacing/'; but by (2) II does not approach zero, a condition which

we have just found to be necessary.

Corollary 1 : If condition (2°) be omitted, the theorem applies to that family

of functions which have the properties of &p ( i > 0 ) and, in addition, vanish at I.

Sufficiency.—In (1), II approaches zero as before, and I vanishes since

fd) = 0.
Necessity.—Suppose (Io) to be not satisfied, and consider the function

q (t) given in (2).   Let

/(0 = jf q(t)dt- £ q(t)dt.

For this function we may write, analogous to (1),

J   fd>dt = 1/(0 J    <l>dt     - f(f <l>dtjqdt= -f(j<f>dt)qdt,

and, by (2), this does not approach zero.

Corollary 2 : In order that the integral from k to k' of f<p shall approach

f (I) for all functions f which belong to &p (i > 0, j < 6) in the interval

(k= / ^ k'), it is sufficient that the conditions of Corollary 1 be satisfied for

each of the intervals (k,l) ,(k' ,1), and that the integral from ktok'of<j> approach

unity.

* This supposes that <j> is absolutely L-integrable for sufficiently large values of n, a con-

dition which is necessary, for if it is not satisfied the function / — 1 contradicts the theorem,
t Lebesgue, loc. cit., p. 46.
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For, by the last condition the expressions

f (I) - £frdt,       j*[f(D-f(t)]<pdt

have the same limit, and the function f(l)—f(t) has the properties of Gf} in

each of the intervals stated, and in addition vanishes at I. By the preceding

corollary, therefore, the first expression approaches zero.

5. Sometimes it is desirable to know whether the integral of Theorem 1

remains limited,* not whether it approaches zero, as n becomes infinite. The

following statement will enable one to determine from the previous theorems

the necessary and sufficient conditions that this shall be true.

Theorem 4: If n is as in the preceding theorems and Inisa number depending

on it, then a necessary and sufficient condition that two numbers, M and nM,

exist so that J„ shall be numerically less than M when n> nuis that, for every

positive divergent sequence {qn }, lim | In \ / qn = 0.
n=oo

Applications.

6. Fourier's Coefficients.—In this section I discuss the rates at which the

coefficients of Fourier approach zero.f Let / be defined and absolutely L-

integrable in the interval (c, c + 2tt) .   As is customary, we write

a» = — I       f(t) sinntdt,       ft»=— I       f (t) cos ntdt.
it Je irjc

Let { qn } be a positive sequence which diverges at an arbitrarily small, positive

rate.   From the preceding theorems the following may be easily established:

(a) The coefficients a„ and b„ approach zero.%

(ft) There exist continuous, odd § functions for which qn an does not approach

zero, and continuous, even functions for which qa bn does not approach zero.

(c) Iff has limited variation, na„ and nbn remain finite.\\

(d) If f is continuous and has limited variation, but not necessarily if f has

limited variation and is not continuous, nan approches zero when c is an odd

multiple of it/ 2 and n is odd, and nft„ approaches zero when eis an even multiple

of t/2.
(e) 11 Let f belong to &{\ let /(0) = /, /(p) be the pth derivative off,andletp = 0,

•Cf., e.g., §6, c,/,and §7, c,f.
t Cf. also a footnote to an article by Bôcher, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2,

vol. 7 (1906), p. 109.
t This follows from Theorem 1 for Fi, and is well known.
§ This shows that (a) is the most that may be said even of families of functions as

restricted as those in (b). The function /( t ) is odd in (c, e + 2r ), if / ( c + x — t)

= -/(c + t + í); even, if/(e + »-t)-/(e + »- + t).
|| This is known.
\ Cf. Young, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,

ser. 2, vol. 10 (1911), pp. 256-7.
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1, • • •, i — 1. Then n* a» approaches zero if c = 0 or a multiple of w, and

/<*> (c-\- 2t) = /(p) (c) when p is even; n* bn approaches zero if c = 0 or a

multiple of it , and /(p) ( c + 2x ) = /(p) ( c ) when p is odd; both approach zero

iffp) ( c + 2tt ) = /(p) ( c ) for all the values of p.
(f) If f belongs to Gfi^, then with the same provisions, respectively, as in (e),

n*+1 on and ni+1 6„ remain finite.

Proof of (b).—Consider condition Io of Theorem 1 for Fia.

r* sin nt

cos ni
dt > q•Xc+* sin2 nt ,,     it

?ntdi = 2qn'cos'

which is not limited.

Proof of (c).—Consider Theorem 1 for F0.

"If9» \Jc

+'sin ni

cos ni
dt

1_

?»

cos nc — cos n (c+ t)

sin n (c + 0 — sin nc

_ 2

which approaches zero.

Proof of (d).—Consider Theorem 1 for .Fb«,.

»IfI ve

+'sin nt

cos n/
d< ^2.

-ir< i
( í — a) sin nt dt\ = — sin nc — sin na-\- n (a — c — 2ir) cos nc

n

which approaches zero if nc is an odd multiple of tt/ 2.   Similarly,

I/w+2»
(/ — o) cos nidi

Ja
cos tic — cos Tio + n (c + 2ir — a) sin nc

which approaches zero if c is an even multiple of 7r / 2. The. conditions of

the theorems for Fsa are thus satisfied, but condition (2°) for jP"b is not satisfied.

For example, if c = 0 and t = tr/2,

"Ifcos nt dt sin-
n7r

which does not approach zero.

Proof of (e) and (/).—I use here a well-known method.*   Integration by

parts is allowablef because / is an indefinite integral, and so we have

r+2* cos nc 1  f°+i*
/sin ntdt = -22Ü2 [/(c + 2ir) -/(c)] + - f'cosntdt.

n n Jc

* E. g., Hobson, Theory of Functions of a Real Variable (1907), p. 718.
t Lebesgue, loc. cit., p. 46.
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Therefore, if (1) either cos nc or/ (c + 2ir) —/(c) equals zero,

ft» ,      1   /*c+2*
o„ = —,       where       ftB = - I       f cos nt dt.

n wje

Likewise

r+2»                                         sm -jc 1      /W+2»
/cos nidi =-[/(c+2tt)-/(c)]-í I       /'sin nidi,

n n jc

and, if (2) either sin nc or/ (c + 2w) — / (c) equals zero,

fc„ = —,       where       a'n = — I       /' sin ni di.
n 7T Jc

We can obviously satisfy (2) by choosing c = 0 or a multiple of tt . We can

satisfy both by making/(c+2tt)=/(c).

Repeating these processes and applying (a) we have (e); applying (c) we

have (f).
From the foregoing propositions follow many corollaries concerning the con-

vergence of Fourier's series.   I will state two of them:

Corollary 1 : If f has limited variation, the series whose general term is

| o„ sinp nx | + | ftp cos" nx | converges uniformly when p > 1. For, by (c),

this may be compared with the series whose general term is 1 / np.

Corollary 2 : If f is the integral of a function of limited variation and if

/ ( c ) = f (c-\- 2ir) ,the series of Corollary 1 converges uniformly when p > 1 / 2.

For, by (/) for G'¡¡, it may be compared with the series whose general term is

l/n2p.

7. Fourier's Development.—In this section n and qn are used as in the

preceding section, and Rn represents the difference between/ (x) and the sum

of the first terms of its Fourier's series up to and including the terms whose

argument is nx. The function / ( t ) is supposed defined everywhere, to be

periodic of period 2ir, and absolutely ¿-integrable in the interval ( — ir, ir ) .

At x the limits / (x + 0) and / (x — 0) are supposed to exist, and / (x) to

be equal to one half their sum.   As is well known,*

•   2n+l,j        .
*+r sin—s—(t-x)

-—dt(1) *Rn=  f" [/«)"/ (*)]
n   -    t

2 sin —
2

(2) = f[[f(x + 2v)-f(x)]S-^dv (,-2» + l).
2

;t

ut  ï     f(x + 2v)-f(x)    .      (     T   x\
_ *(v)-srn^-    m    1,-2' V'

* E. g., Pierpont, Theory of Functions of Real Variables, vol. 2, pp. 421, 2.

Set
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Reasoning analogous to that of the preceding article gives us the following

propositions :

(a) For some function \p which is absolutely L-integrable, q„Rn does not

approach zero, though it is known that Rn does approach zero.

(b) For some function f (t) which is continuous in ( — x, x) and has a first

derivative at x, the same is true.

(c) // \y has limited variation, nRn remains finite.

(d) The same is true if 1 / v [f (x + 2v) — / (x) ] has limited variation in

(-*/2,W2).
(e) If \f/ is continuous and has limited variation, nRn approaches zero, but this

is not true of all functions having limited variation.

(/) If\f/is the integral of a function having limited variation (i. e., if \¡/ belongs

to G't), n2Rn remains finite.

(g) There exists a function \¡/ belonging to all the other G families, for which

n2 Ra does not approach zero.

Proof of (a).—We use (2) and condition Io of Theorem 1 for F\, putting

<j> = <7» sin pi/. This function is not uniformly limited in (— x/2, x/2).

Therefore there exists an absolutely i-integrable function g (v), such that

the integral from — x/2 to x/2 of g sin vv does not approach zero. It can

now be shown that a function / (t) may be defined so that g (v) has the form

ip ( v ) above.

Proof of (b).—We use (1). The function / ( 0 —f(x) satisfies the condi-

tions on / in Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 for F^o . We have, then, correspond-

ing to <p,

p
qn sin g- (t - x)

2 sin^(t — x)

Since, in the interval (x — x,x + x), except at most at the three points,

x — x, x, x + x,

t- x

2 sinn(< — x)
^1,

\(t-x)<p\dt>qnJ ^    \sin-^(t-x)

—      tw+"        v
>qnj      ûv?-^ (t — x) di => qn T,

and is not uniformly limited.
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Proof of (c).—Using (2) and Theorem 1 for Fg, we have

— I     sin vv dv
I ?» J-i

97

n , . =   n
-  — cos vt   < —,
Ç» v ' '     qnt>

and this approaches zero.

Proof of (d).—We use the same theorem, but now corresponding to <p we

have v sin w/sin v. By an inequality,* due to Lebesgue, for monotone

increasing functions, and since in (0, ir/2) u/sin u is monotone increasing

from 1 to it/ 2, we have,t if 0 ^ t ^ x/ 2,

fu sin w , 3tt I /* .
—¡-dv < -¡r max     I   sin vv dv

Sin V ¿ Mn(0,ol Jo

_3tt 2
< 2   ;<

The same is true if — tt/2^í^0, since the integrand is an odd function.

Therefore

vvn I  f" v sin vi

qn J_i   sin v
dv

n 6tt
qn v !

which approaches zero as n becomes infinite.

Proof of (e).—Using (2) and Theorem 1 for F6a, we have

n   I    (v — a) si

sin vv dv
_ 2n_ ,
<7<1'

sin i»vdv\ =
yir

sin-
_ 2n

sin va) < -=-,

sin vvdv = 0.

These show that the conditions in question are satisfied, and establish the

first part of (e).   As for the second part, we note that

l/>sin vv dv
n

= — I cos vt |

This equals n/ v when i = 0, and therefore does not approach zero for each

i.    We may now proceed as in the proof of (a).

* Lebesgue, loc. cit., p. 36, B.   See also my paper (second footnote), p. 54.

t "Max" means the maximum of the function with respect to the parameter X.   I use the
x

words "maximum" and "minimum" in the sense of upper and lower limits, not of greatest and

least values.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 7
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Proof of (/).—Using (2) and Theorem 3 for G't, we have

n2 i /»«       /»< n2 2n2
—   I    dt I    sin vi/du = —51 sin vt =t 11 < —ö,
?» |J_i    J_| o»»»21 ' ^9»»^

n2 f?  .
— I     sin i»t/ ou = 0.
?«J-i

Proof of (g).—It would be practicable to show that for no G are the con-

ditions of Theorem 3 satisfied when <p = n2 sin w, but it is easier to see

directly that for the function \p (v) = v, which belongs to all the families,

n21 Rn I remains greater than 2/ 9 if n > 1. ^ = v, if/ (<) = (t/2) sin (t/ 2)

in ( — x, x ) and x = 0.

I rvainvvdv
2ra'^2     •*    >.i

8. Legendre's Development.—In this section n and qn are used as hitherto,

/ (t) is supposed defined and absolutely Z-integrable in the interval ( — 1,1),

Pn is Legendre's polynomial of order n, and An is the coefficient of P» in

Legendre's development of /:

2n+l
An = ffPndt.

In the following lemmas, M is some fixed number independent of t and U.

Lemma 1:

.0)

(b)

If*      , I M
|J_1P"A|<n«(l-í»)*

ix:-P»d<
<n11

(i»+l, »?2),

(»52)

Lemma 2: If   Pn (t) be integrated i times, with respect to the variables

to,tl,  • " ti-l,

(a)

(6)

Lemma* 3:

(a)

(b)
£(£"- £p-*)i*"<ií«

(n^2t).

(n ^ 2* - 2 ) .

* Proposition (o) is known.
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£
Pn\dt<

(ft) , I, •■■JL,,•*
3Í

n  *

99

(»»D,

( n ^ 2i - 1 )

Proof of Lemma 1.—From the known equation

(2n+ l)Pn = ^(Pn+l) - ¿(Pn-l)>

we derive

a)    \fp.d, £|+|£1~5ÏTï|,,''»(,)-"p"(01 (">0)-
Hobsonf has proved the inequality

M
(n>0).

M
(2) (i-<»)*|P.«)l<-r Vn
This with (1) proves that

Um  (_i_      _i_\_i_ m
Pndt   <2rt+1^v__-T-  v__^(1_f2)i<n|(1_i2)t

which is (a).   To establish (ft) we note first that{

*-1+'      dt
(3) '    l-La-i2)»U   (i-«2)1

Case 1: - 1 + 1/n08 = i ^ 1 - 1/n0-8.

Pndtlz \Pn\dt + \ o8P„

By (2) and (3),

(5) 1<s\^)^-^

(¿' + 1, n^2),

_ 4
<gZ* (O^X^l).

d¿ = 1+11.

(7l>0).

* I do not need this, but I put it down as a simple corollary of the others; (a) is known.

t Hobson,   Proceedings  of   the  London  Mathematical  Society,

ser. 2, vol. 7 (1909), p. 25.
Î For example, the first of these equals, if we put Í = « — 1,

I JTrs^NUTSI-i-. «•■•■>•
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By (2), since 1 - f2 ̂  1/n16, and

£Pndt = 2nTT [Ptt+1 (0 ~ P-1 (0]«'

1 4M 4M      iV 4M
(6) II<-i-.-^.„o.4<^. J2. n0.4<^      (n>l).

2n + 1    Vn — 1 2n     \ n n11

The inequalities (5) and (6) establish Case 1.

Case 2: -1^*^-1 + 1/ n0-8.

i  /•« i       /»-l+i/»0-*

|J_1Pnd<pJ_1 |Pn|d<'

and by (5) this is* less than M / n1,1 if n > 0.   Likewise, if

Case 3: 1 - 1/n0-8^ t^l,

P„d*    ̂  Pndt   +    I |P„|di<^ («>0),

by Case 1, (2), and (3).

Proof of Lemma 2.—Lemma 2 is proved by means of Lemma 1 and equalities

like the following:

fy1£Pn^-^l[^PUt{tt)-pn(tt)]

~2n^ltP"(<2)-P"-2(i2)]]'

IJTäiJHp.AoI- Ij^'^n ̂ pn+i(ti) - P-i(ii)]Äi|

Proof of Lemma 3(i>).—By (a) of Lemma 2,

X" rl M2 tM2

Proof of Lemma 4(6).—By (a) of Lemma 2, and (3),

(n^2t-2).

The following statements are now easily established.

(a) For every absolutely L-integrable function, An/n approaches zero, but

there exists such a function for which qnA„/ n does not approach zero.
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(6) For every function whose square is L-integrable, An / Vn approaches zero,

but there exists such a function for which qnAn/'Sn does not approach zero.

(c) There exists a continuous* function for which qn An does not approach zero.

(d) For every function of limited variation, n01 A„ approaches zero.

(e) For every function of &£>, n*-* An approaches zero.

(f) For every function of &p, n<+01 An approaches zero.

Proof of (a).—The first part of (a) follows from Theorem 1 for F\, <p beingf

P„, for Pn is limited, and by Lemma 1 (6) its integral from — 1 to i approaches

zero.   But if tb be qn P„, condition (Io) of that theorem is not satisfied.

Proof of (ft).^-Using Theorem 1 for F2, <p = ^nPn, and Lemma 1 (ft), we

have

p«5«_ * <, ,.„„..;_,   n 2n+l

r<nPn,..M
Llñdi<n^-

Proof of (c).—Condition (Io) of Theorem 1 for F& is not satisfied by

<p = qnnP„, for
2nqn

qnf n\Pn\dt>qnnj P2dt = 2n+l*

Proof of (d).—Putting <j> = n11 P» in Theorem 1 for F6, we have, by Lemma

l(ft),

<M (n^2),
'-1

and, by Lemma 1 (a),
l£

IX
nllM

_n"Pndt\<nl.6{l_(t)t    ifi^ + l (»52),

= 0 ifi2=l (n^l).

Proof of (e).—Consider G'2. (The reasoning is analogous for the other G2's.)

Applying the first condition of Theorem 3 for G't, and using <p = n* Pn,

we have, by Lemma 3 (ft), and Lemma 2 (6),

i< -j—= M («^2),j (J'ntPndtoJdt

L'{LiniPndt°)dt

Jn*Pndto = 0 (n^l).

^ n*M ,   -^
i<—«7" («>4),

* But I cannot show that for every continuous function A» remains limited,
t Exactly, <t> = [ ( 2n + 1) / 2n ] P. , but this approaches the same limit as P„ .   Similar

remarks hold for the other proofs.
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Proof of (/).—Consider for example G's.    Using Theorem 3 for G's and

tf> = n21 P„, and Lemma 2 (b) and (a), we have

Xl%( r'1 \      I     n21 M
M    n^PndtoJdti \<^^-=M

n ■lM

(n^4),

ifil+1    (n^4),
^n2-8(l-*I)*

= 0 if í| = 1    (n^2),

the last result being obtained by use of the proof of Lemma 2.   Similarly,

Ùfl" P» d*o = 0 ( n ^ 1 ) .

Corollary 1: If f is the integral of a function which has limited variation

in the interval (— 1,1), its Legendre development converges absolutely uniformly

in the same interval.

For, by (/), the absolute value series may be compared with the series whose

general term is 1 / n11.

Corollary 2: /// has limited variation in (— 1,1), the series whose general

term* is \ An\Pn converges uniformly in any interval within ( — 1, 1 ).

For, by (2), in any such interval nP2 remains uniformly limited, and there-

fore, by (d), the series in question may be compared with the series whose

general term is 1 / n11.

We may now apply to the developments of Legendre the same reasoning

as was used in the case of Fourier's developments, and obtain the following

results concerning their rates of convergence :f

Corollary 3 : Let Rn be the remainder of the formal development of f at the

point x, and let tf/ (t) be the fraction [f (t) — f (x)]/ (t — x).

(a) If ty is absolutely L-integrable, Rn/ n approaches zero.

(b) If if? is Irdntegrable, Rn / y¡ñ approaches zero.

(c) If \f/ has limited variation, n01 Rn approaches zero.

(d) // \¡i belongs to G^, n<+01 Rn approaches zero.

9. Definite Integrals.—Much of this section, in a somewhat different

form, has been established by W. H. YoungJ independently of Lebesgue's

theorems, but by means of reasoning closely analogous to that of Lebesgue.

The present paper shows that the results are really only corollaries of Lebesgue's

* À fortiori this is true of the series whose general term is AH P* .

t Cf. D. Jackson, On the Degree of Convergence, etc., these Transactions, vol. 13

(1912), pp. 306-318; and On Approximation by Trigonometric Sums, etc., ibid., pp. 491-515.

t Young, Pro ceedings of the London Mathematical Society, ser.

2, vol. 9 (1910), pp. 463-485.
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fundamental theorem ( § 2), and possesses the advantage that the conditions

stated here are thus shown to be necessary as well as sufficient. Young has

nothing to do with the family F6, and in Theorem 6 I consider several families

where Young considers but one. His account includes, however, two topics

which mine omits: non-absolutely convergent Z-integrals, and integrals over

infinite intervals.

Let us consider the evaluation of the definite integral

£>«>
a) jjMiw*.

by means of the common method of expanding g (t) in a series,

(2) g(t) = ui(t) + u2(t)+ ■■•

(the sum of the first n terms of which shall be called »» (i) ), multiplying it

through by/ (i), and integrating termwise from k to I, thus:

(3) f fgdt = Jfui dt + J M dt +

Concerning the validity of this process we have the following

Theorem 5: Let the various integrals of (3) exist as absolutely convergent

L-integrals. A necessary and sufficient condition that (3) shall be valid for all

functions f belonging to one of the families F of Theorems 1 and 2, is that g — sn

shall satisfy the conditions imposed on <p in that part of those theorems thai applies

to the F in question.

In the cases* of Fi, F2, and F3, the condition stated remains sufficient if (2°)

of Theorem 1 fte replaced by the condition that (2) be valid in (k, I), except per-

haps at a null set.

For it is necessary and sufficient that

£
(g-sn)fdt

approach zero, and therefore Theorem 1 (with corollary) and Theorem 2 are

applicable.

Continuing the same problem and notation, let us now suppose that it is

not convenient to express g or its 1st, 2d,. . ., or (i — 1 )th integral (¿5 1 )

by means of a series, but that its ith integral may be so expressed, thus:

(1) J(ti)-J~- fgdto= Ui{ti)+Ut(ti) +
Writing

(2) Sn^Ui+'-' + Un, Rn^J-Sn

* Stated in another paper (see second footnote), pp. 63, 64.
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and denoting differentiation by primes, we have, except at most at a null set,

(3) jw = g = sn + rn.

We now give the conditions that

(4) I fgdt = lim I   s„ dt ;
Jk n—a¡ Jk

that is, that (1) may be differentiated termwise i times, then multiplied through

by / and integrated termwise from k to I, giving the integral of fg.

Theorem 6: Let (a°) the U's have i derivatives, and let all the integrals

involved exist as absolutely convergent L-integrals. Let (b°) lim„ i^lp) ( k ) = limB

R%y (I) = 0, p = 0,l,---,i— 1. Then a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that (4) be valid, for all functions belonging to the family Gf, is that Rn

satisfy the conditions on <b in Theorem 1, or 2, for Fp.

In the cases of G(*\ Gf, and Gf, the conditions remain sufficient if it be

required that (1) be valid in (k, I), except perhaps at a null set, instead of that

Rn satisfy (2°) of Theorem 1.
Proof.—From (o°) and successive applications of (d), § 4, it follows that

]■ ■ Crndh = Rip)(ti-p) + [P0Rip)(k) + ■ • ■ + Pi-p-iR'-^k)]
(5) «At Jk

= R? + v ( p = o, • • •, i - i ),

where P, is a polynomial of degree s in ti-p. By (6°), n approaches zero

uniformly with respect to ti-p.   It is necessary and sufficient that

(6) lim f frn dt= 0,
n=oo *Jk

and for this the conditions of Theorem 3 relative to Gf are necessary and

sufficient. To see that the theorem is true it is now only necessary to write

out the conditions involved in that theorem and in our present hypothesis

in full. This will be done for the case of Gi*' only. Theorem 3 says that the

first of the following integrals shall remain uniformly limited if n is large

enough (except perhaps at a null set), and that the others shall approach

zero. ft        /»«i•••Jt  f»d<o,

••    J    Tndto,

(9) If •••    I    Tndto,      I      I •••    \     Tndto,      '•-,     \   rndto.
Jk   Jk Jk Jk   Jk Jk «/*
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Sufficiency.—By (ft°) limB=«, R^ (I) = 0,p = 0, • • •, i - 1, and this with

(5) shows that (9) approach zero. By hypothesis and (Io) of Theorem 1,

| -ßn (U) | < M, n > nu, except perhaps at a null set, and this with (5) shows

that the same is true of (7), and again, by (2°) of Theorem 1,

Rndti = 0,
k

and therefore, since v approaches zero uniformly, (8) approaches zero.

Necessity.—If either (Io) or (2°) of Theorem 1 is not satisfied by Rn, it

follows from (5) that either (7) or (8), both necessary conditions, is not satisfied.

The corollary of Theorem 1 applies to the second part of the theorem.

10. Termwise Integration.—We might now consider the following similar

problem. Let g be differentiate i times, and let its iih derivative be

represented by a series. Under what conditions may this series be integrated

termwise i times, then multiplied through by/ and again integrated termwise,

giving the integral of fgl But this method of evaluating a definite integral

would not ordinarily be of advantage, because it is integration and not dif-

ferentiation that usually leads to simpler functions, though it does frequently

happen that it is no harder to evaluate an integral in this way than in one

of the others, for what is lost in making the expansion more difficult is gained

from the extra generality of the function / by which its integral may be mul-

tiplied. However, I wish to present the matter in another form. As already

noted, a necessary and sufficient condition that termwise integration of a

convergent sequence { <p (n) } be permissible is (Io) of Theorem 3. Let us

suppose that <p satisfies not only this condition but also the severer condition

(Io) of Theorem 1. Is anything more than termwise integration permissible?

An answer to this question is found in Theorem 7, for which I introduce the

following definition and lemmas.

Definition: Let us denote by F^f (x) the family of functions / such that,

for a certain preassigned x in (k, I), f(t)(t — x)' belongs to F¡, i being

a positive integer or zero.*

Lemma 1 : In order that the integral of Theorem 1 shall exist and approach

zero for all functions f belonging to the family Ef-f, it is necessary and sufficient

that the conditions of Theorem 1 for Fj be satisfied when <b is replaced by<b/(t—x ) *.

This is a simple corollary of Theorem 1.

Lemma 2: If g (t) is continuous in (k, I), the ith iterated integral J (U)

may be expressed thus:

(1) J(i.) =£'••• jfV«o=^T^iKr),

where r is a point of the interval (x, i,).

* E. g., M belongs to E¡ (0) in (0, 1). As far as Lemma 1 is concerned i might be

any real number.
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For, by successive applications of (a), §4, we may learn that, for each p

(p = 0, 1, •••,¿—1) and at each point of (k, I),

d»J      f"       r
(2) w-J.   ' i to'     (ft* :

By a well-known theorem we may therefore write

J«,) = J(x) + ^
U — x , , (U- xY

and, evidently, by (1) and (2), all the terms on the right vanish except the

last.

Theorem 7: //, in the interval (k, I), (Io) of Theorem 1 is satisfied, and

{ <(> (n) } is a convergent sequence having continuous terms and a continuous

limit, it is permissible (a) to integrate { d> (n) } termwise i times from x to t,

and (b) to multiply both sides of the resulting equation by any function f belonging

to Etp (x), and again to integrate termwise from a to b, a, b, and x being any

points of the interval, thus:

•••I    tp(n)<ft0=        '•'  I    limtp (n) (fto,
\J x *J* *)x     n=oo

f(ti)dti\    •••!   <f>(n)dto= I f(U)dti I    •••!   lim<p(n)d<o.
Jx Jm Ja Ja Jx     n=w

Proof.—Without loss of generality we may suppose that lim <f> ( n ) = 0,

for otherwise the limit of the sequence { d> (n) — limtp (n) } is zero, and

this latter sequence possesses the properties ascribed to { <b } above.

Case 1: (i = 0).    We have to show merely that, for / in (El — Fi),

(b) Um f f<f>(n)dt = 0;
»=» Jm

and this has been established already in the corollary to Theorem 1.

Case 2: (i > 0). Let us suppose that (b) is true when i is replaced by

r — 1 ; if we choose / = 1, the result is (o) for i = r. Hence (a) may be

obtained by induction from (b) for Case 1. To establish (b) for Case 2 it is,

by Lemmas 1 and 2, necessary and sufficient that

lim r/«,)tp(n,r)(<'' ■■ X)%dti - 0.
n=«j Ja •* I

From the corollary to Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, it is clear that for this it is

sufficient that <p (n, t) be uniformly limited in (a, b), and that for each t

its limit be zero.   Both these conditions are satisfied by hypothesis.

WeSLETAN UmVEBSITT,

Middlstown, Conn.,

December, 1912.


